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Play CBS Video Traces of radiation in 
U.S. milk from Japan 

A small amount of radioactive iodine was 
found in milk on the West Coast, proving 
for the first time that Japan's nuclear crisis 
is affecting U.S. food. John Blackstone 
reports.

Food radiation fears move to 
forefront

In the U.S., the fear of radiation from Japan is so great that even figures 
meant to reassure can instead cause alarm

By John Blackstone 

(CBS News)  

The amount of radioactive iodine measured in milk 

on the West Coast was so small that it did not rise 

above the normal background level of radiation. Still, 

it's the first evidence that radiation from Japan's 

damaged nuclear plant is making it directly into food 

produced in America, reports CBS News 

correspondent John Blackstone.

Complete coverage: Disaster in Japan 

Low radiation levels found in WA state milk 

Contaminated cow sparks more tests on Japan beef

"Radiation can be a scary word, but I think it's 

important to remember that actually, we live 

surrounded by radiation every single day," said Blair Thompson of the Washington Dairy 

Products Commission.

In fact some of our most common food -- potatoes, carrots, bananas, Brazil nuts all contain 

radioactive potassium. The radioactive iodine measured in milk can be more dangerous because 

it concentrates in the thyroid. 

Still, the amounts measured are 5,000 times lower than those that can cause health damage, even 

in growing children. But for many fear remains -- and that can cause its own problems.
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"We actually see health damage -- not from the radiation but from the fear of the radiation," said 

Tom McKone of the Department of Environmental Health Sciences at UC Berkeley. "And it's 

very real!"

That level of concern is why a Los Angeles fish market that imports fish from Japan is now 

sending samples of everything it brings in to an Arizona lab for radiation testing.

"Bottom line, we want to make sure our customers are well-informed on what's going on and 

that the radiation has not affected the fish incoming to the United States," said Ray Watanabe of 

International Marine Products.

Everything imported from Japan is already tested for radiation at ports and airports. And on 

hundreds of rooftops across the country, radiation detectors take constant measurements. 

"It's very sensitive and should be very reassuring to the public," said Eric Stevenson of the 

California Air Resources Board.

Although only tiny amounts of radiation from Japan have been detected in air and in milk,  the 

fear of radiation is so great that even figures meant to reassure -- can instead cause alarm.
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More From CBS Evening News

Vaccines and autism: a new scientific review•

Food radiation fears move to forefront•

Cancer survivor driven by promise to daughter•

Yucca Mountain: did politics trump science?•

Smart coach leads Cinderella VCU to Final Four•
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 Play CBS Video •

Evening News Online, 04.01.11 

Friday: The Labor Department released the best jobs report in two years, showing 

unemployment down to 8.8 percent; Then, Thousands of Afghan protesters stormed the 

UN compound in Mazar-i-Sharif, resulting in a massacre that left 20 dead; Also, Jim 

Axelrod reports on how the high-tech safety features of newer cars have made a difference 

in saving lives.

Evening News Online, 04.01.11 •

Jordan, Syria hold vastly different protests •

Japan quake killing U.S. new car supply •

Protests: Peace in Jordan, violence in Syria •

Quran burning sparks UN massacre •

Unemployment hits 2-year low •
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